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O Effie my own darling girl 
      It was simply angelic in you to write me such a sweet mild letter after all my childish & 
fretful impatience.  I won’t give way again darling.  I will try very hard to be more patient.  I 
won’t attempt to crawl out & explain and all that except to say that I did not for a moment think 
that you didn’t want to write & wanted to get out of it but I did think that possibly you might 
insist more strongly upon having the time.  I think it was heavenly in you not to get [ill.] at me.  
You say “Please don’t think that I don’t want to write  as tho and let every little thing interfere as 
an excuse” as tho’ you thought that I might think so & I don’t want you to think that for darling! 
I feel certain that you would like to spend a long time every day with me if we were not both of 
us such very busy people.  And now I wont say any more about this if I can contain myself & I 
won’t be weak enough to make you feel badly any more.  Pray tell me that you forgive you me 
for what I have written that seems cross or unkind & I will try & behave better after this.  I 
marvel dearest! that you are so sweet about it.  You see already how ill natured I am.  It is too 
bad of me to show you what an illtempered fellow you have chose isn’t it?  I am so pleased at 
what you wrote me about your new music pupils & about the Careys.  Conceit!  My own!  
Havent I told you often & often that there isn’t any such thing as conceit in the case possible?  
Dont you realize that I am wholly interested in every thing about you and that I have to have you 
tell me all these things.  Even little things that concern you assume significance & your hopes & 
fears & plans & successes are as dear to you me [ill.] as yours mine are to you.  I don’t hesitate 
to tell you every thing that I think & I don’t think it conceited for me to tell you of my hopes and 
my plans ____  What you say about our belief in one another has often occurred to me.  How 
wonderful it is this perfect confidence & trust which we feel in one another.  I looking at myself 
wonder what there is in me to call out the perfect & complete love of you[,] having in mind at 
the same time the glowing image of yourself which I worship so.  And you feel in the same way 
precisely.  You wonder what I can see in you & yet you love & adore just as I do.  The most 
delightful thing about it to me is this sense that you do return my love.  Of course we can 
imagine some pleasure from being allowed to have an unresponsive object but when that object 
is burning with the same glowing feeling then the bliss is complete & only then.  And we both 
feel that that is the case.  The novels have pictures of persons who have loved perfectly 
unresponsive persons.  Do you remember in Great Expectations where Estella tells Pip that he 
may kiss her?  But that love is a mere shadow of the true real thing.  But to return to the Careys.  
Is it perfectly safe for you to be out regularly till 8:30 P.M.  Of course if it were once in a while 
then mightn’t be so much risk but when it comes to be twice a week may you not be in danger of 
annoyance.  I don’t know that I ought to worry you for no doubt you have already thought out all 
these matters but I want you to write me that you feel perfectly safe.  I can trust you to take case 
of your self for I believe you have nerve & grit but I don’t quite like to have you out so late as a 
regular thing.  You see some fellow might “calculate your orbit” & could annoy you very much 
indeed.  Can’t you possibly find some other time[?]  Cant they be made to begin earlier or take 
shorter lessons[?]  How long lessons do you give[,] three quarters of an hour?  Well that is as 
short as they ought to be I suppose.  Then you cant get in more than four between 2 & 6.  Cant 
you leave Orange shortly after six and get home by 7:30[?]  That would not be so bad.  But you 
know best.  Only darling! I do feel anxious to have you out regularly after the night has set in. I 
don’t think that I have any foolish feeling of southern chivalry about you being out.  I think that a 



woman can paddle her own canoe & I don’t fear anything serious.  I don’t think that you will 
elope with the conductor or driver or that some one will run way with you but I don’t want to 
have you annoyed.  O my darling! it makes me long for the time when I shall be your natural 
protector & you shall have me to take you about.  But for that blessed time we must wait in 
patience.  I dont get along with the Carey matter very fast [ill.].  Will you pardon all my 
digressions but I have to look out or I switch off all the time.  Before I know it I am on the one 
subject which is always in my mind.  I want to congratulate you upon your success and upon all 
the pleasant things that have been said about your pupil.  I feel sure that you deserve them all for 
I am sure that you are a painstaking & conscientious teacher & so bound to bring up a pupil in 
the way she should go.  By the way it is this painstaking manner you have in your work that 
makes me sure that you have got the mental stuff of the proper quality.  There is a story by 
Cherbuliez called Jean Teterol’s Idea & that idea was that every thing should be done if at all 
thoroughly & completely.  It is the pupils who finish up their work & are not content with 
shabby half done work that I find to do the best work for me.  It isn’t so much amount done as 
the way it is done & quality is way ahead of quantity.  I classify people at once by this rule & I 
find that it works in almost every case.  Don’t you think so?   
     You take me to task about my cold.  I can’t see that I am specially careless[,] not so much 
so any where near as I used to be but I take cold far easier out here than I ever did at home.  We 
have very sudden & abrupt changes of the atmospher temperature here.  Often it is hot then cold 
the same day.  With a coat I am too warm.  Without it I am too cold etc.  I don’t think that I have 
caught cold during any of my collecting expeditions tho I may have but I keep catching fresh 
ones in the laboratory & even at my own room.  I am sorry that your hay fever hangs on.  I read 
the account you sent me.  It is a terrible thing.  I am very much afraid that you can never endure 
this country.  There is so much dust but the disease is almost unknown here so they say and 
maybe the dust don’t have any thing to do with it only to aggravate it when it has once set in.  I 
can’t ever endure to see you suffer so it is bad enough to hear about it.  It will be an excuse for 
me to sit up late after we are married.  I will send you off first & then when I am sure that you 
are asleep say at one o’clock or so I will come & quietly crawl in & I will be frightfully cross if 
you awaken me in the morning by you [ill.] old sneezing & wheezing and “doze” blowing.  
Maybe I will rig up a cot in the bath room during the worst phazes of the disease, always 
supposing that we have a bath room ___  We shall have to have a bath room.  We can never get 
along without that.  They are so handy to convert into spare bed chambers when you have 
company don’t you know?  Ha Ha.  Isn’t that joke worn out yet.  Darling wouldn’t I jump at the 
chance to sleep in that bath room tonight if I only had one of those famous wishing cups that we 
used to read about in the fairy stories when we were children.  Then I should wish myself in New 
York to see my love & you my own! would hide my hat I suppose so that when I came to go 
back to Indiana promptly at six minutes after eleven o’clock I couldn’t & then we should hunt 
for that hat & after you had teased me & made me think it “lost strayed or stolen” you would at 
last hand it over to me and I should then discover for the first time that you had hidden it so as to 
keep me with you longer. Then I would be good & stay another half hour & then! hie! [ill.] in 
Lafayette.  And I have spent a whole hour with my love.  I have made a wishing cup out of an 
envelope & a sheet of paper & glued it with a postage stamp. Where is my hat.   
       Goodbye darling.  Kiss your beloved Harry. 


